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1. GETTING OFF THE
CAPITALIST WHEEL
Deep discouragement. This is perhaps
what almost all of us feel1. At least those
of us in the social majorities, the people,
the working class, whatever we want to
call ourselves. Discouragement born out
of the awareness that we are experiencing
a severe confinement of our living conditions. A global, ecosystemic confinement.
"Homeless, jobless, no pension". That is
how Juventud sin futuro (Youth without a
future) started ten years ago in 2011. They
also added "Fearless", coming together so
that discouragement would not turn into
this feeling.
Let us not be afraid of a different future.
Understanding what is happening to us can
be an antidote to that paralysing feeling.
And, fundamentally, what is happening
to us is capitalism, in its consubstantial
interweaving with colonialism and heteropatriarchy. Yet we seem unable to think beyond its limits, to imagine that "a different
end of the world is possible". The working
class like a hamster pedalling non-stop to
keep the capitalist wheel going; to obtain,
by pedalling, its meagre share of welfare.
We think this image expresses our situation well. Underlying this metaphor is the
widespread narrative that only if economic
(read: commercial) growth and capital

accumulation continue can we sustain our
lives, if only precariously.
We only have to analyse the different proposals made by both the right and a signi
ficant part of the left, to tackle the current
pandemic outbreak and the civilisational
crisis in which it is inserted, to confirm that
the framework of the possible and the political agency are limited to assuming the
mantra: popular welfare is only a derivative
of capitalist accumulation. It is the old but
very current economic theory of spillover,
according to which corporate profit spills
over to social benefit through employment
and public policies.
But capitalism, with its narratives, is not
a divine imposition, nor an inevitable historical fate. It is a project that, as it forges
ahead, urges us to run to keep up with the
relentless pace of a wheel that, with more
or less employment and public policies, is
leading us down a slope of ecological collapse, growing inequalities, structural violence and social control. The spillover theory, which has always been a fallacy, is now
showing huge holes: there is no sustained
growth, employment is becoming more
precarious and reduced through digitalisation and automation, and public policies are
being captured, in general terms, in favour
of corporate power.

1. Two linguistic notes before you start reading. In this text we aim to break from heteronormative binarism in language.
For this, in addition to using non-gendered language, we sometimes use "x" in the Spanish version to emphasise the plural
character in terms of sexual and gender identity of the social group we are referring to. On other occasions, we use a
generic feminine to counterbalance the historical use of the generic masculine (which also appears at times). We do not
consciously opt for a single option, because we do not belie ve that there is a need for a "sacrosanct marriage"; as Bea
triz P. Repes and Paula Pérez-Rodríguez argue in their call for "linguistic disobedience". In addition, at times we talk about
women*, using the asterisk as a shortcut to point out the unequal and diverse nature of that subject, as a way of emphasising that gender is constructed by intersecting with other axes of privilege and oppression (by the same token, when
talking about men, we should talk about men*).
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We need to get out of this accumulative
trap: the capitalist wheel does not spill over
welfare, but rather, it attacks the living. The
capital-life conflict explains capitalism be
tter than the spillover theory. Nevertheless,
the trap exists: today we are on the wheel.
Corporate power controls the means of reproduction of life, and our own conception
of welfare is deeply commodified. The cu
rrent hegemony of the corporate narrative
and agenda is such that capitalist collapse
would have (is having) a remarkable impact
in terms of the welfare of the social majo
rities. We cannot deny it. Nor should we be
resigned, discouraged or fearful.
And, because we neither want to remain in
the trap, nor deny its existence, we consi
der that we need transition proposals: stra
tegies that mitigate this negative impact,
while opening the way for socio-economic
reorganisation off the wheel, under other
meanings of life that deserves to be lived
in common. This process does not aim to
suddenly build a radically different world
outside the system, but not become resigned to the system either, and can only be
opened from a position of conflict with the
system and the awareness of its trap.
Therefore, this text calls for a transition
away from the capitalist wheel, and consequently puts forward a series of reference
axes to guide these transition strategies.
We seek a horizontal dialogue that builds
collective intelligence, the only way to face
the complexity of the moment, and even
more so the complexity of the answers. We
want to contribute to this dialogue from
our European perspective and with a certain economic filter: it is from there that
we see our realities. We do so in the know
ledge that no one speaks from purity, so we
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are bound to make mistakes. We have to
look for answers that are good enough, but
never perfect.

1.1. Capitalism spills over
welfare
Inhabiting capitalism is not being here by
chance, as we could be somewhere else.
It is being permeated by its civilisational slogan according to which the flow of
capital and income becomes the premise
of general welfare. The collective priority
then consists of favouring the dynamics
of maximising business profits in order to,
from there, spill over welfare to society as a
whole, essentially through two intermediaries: employment and the state.
Employment is the main hinge that articulates both poles: the higher the profit, the
higher the investment and, consequently,
the higher the employment, from which
consumption, ergo, welfare, is derived. This
is supposed to generate enough income to
sustain life, to consume massively and to
sustain the flow of income via demand. It
also gives access to a significant part of social rights, which are structurally linked to
work in the market: health, unemployment,
retirement, widow’s pension, etc.
The state, for its part, is the second intermediary, through a double channel: the first
is the development of public social policies
that enable certain redistributive dynamics, thus mitigating inequalities and contri
buting to the sustainability and reproduction of lives. The second is the promotion
of market regulation and the containment
of corporate power, seeking to ensure that
markets are in line with general interest, in
one way or another.
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This is where the capitalist framework of
the possible is situated. The greater or
lesser weight given to these intermediaries
marks the political differences within this
capitalist possibilism: how to generate stable investment paths, how to create more
and better jobs, what taxation and public
policies can be implemented... this is the
accepted margin. Thus, a similar outline is
shared: to keep the wheel of capital accumulation rolling is a sine qua non for our
lives. For the right, a (quasi) sufficient condition. For the left who accept this framework, it is a necessary but not sufficient
condition, which is why they are committed
to strengthening public institutions and
working conditions.
The debate is trapped within the capitalemployment-state-welfare sequence, which
would unite us all around shared goals and
would guarantee a scenario of stability and
growth without major conflicts. Is this horizon deepening discouragement?

1.2. From spillover to the
capital-life conflict
The discouragement is perhaps a consequence of the unfulfilled promise. It is a
false narrative, which has always concealed
a reality marked by unsustainability and
multiple inequalities. It constrains us to a
horizon of popular welfare that would be
achieved through two weak intermedia
ries, on which to try to have an impact, but
always without altering in the slightest the
logic of capital accumulation as an unquestionable premise.
With regard to employment, it cannot be
denied that our current welfare depends

to a large extent on it. Yes, we are wageslaves. But this nexus is neither unalterable
nor ahistorical. It is generated within the
framework of a process of dispossession of
the means of reproduction of collective life,
which become privatised means of produc
tion (accumulation) of capital. Once we
have been dispossessed, our common sense
and life expectations are commodified and
directed towards employment as the only
seemingly viable alternative, as well as
towards consumption as the backbone of
welfare.
Recognising this slavery allows the social
majorities to identify ourselves as working class. It could help us to build political
confrontation not from employment, but
against employment, as alienated work that
we do not do for its social sense, but because we need money to solve a commodified life. In order to prevent us from gaining
strength and building this confrontation,
corporate power sometimes tries to mislead us. Thus, it launches what we could call
class dilution devices, which push us workers
either to try to live off rents and finances
rather than on wages, or to become our
own bosses through the figure of entrepreneurship. However, this misdirection is
short-lived because we are dependent on
employment. Nevertheless, instead of confronting from this realisation, we fall into
the trap argument: without a job, we are
nothing, we cannot be, we cannot live. And
this is used by corporate power to threaten
job losses as an excuse to socialise its risks.
Moreover, this nexus between employment
and welfare has a flip side, a B-side that
resolves (or attempts to resolve) everything that wages do not reach and all the
damage that markets do to life. It is this
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accumulation of invisibilised work (what we
sometimes call care work) that ultimately
barely sustains life. They are the hidden
face of paid work, its residue and its basis,
jobs that are feminised, racialised and made
invisible. They are the hidden base of the
iceberg that has vied to come to light with
the pandemic.
In this way, capital and labour are shown to
be antagonists, and in no way allies, both
in terms of the unequal class struggle for
surplus value in the commercial sphere,
and in terms of that B-side which is indispensable in order to maintain the flow of
capital. Faced with a narrative that makes
us feel that life and work depend on companies, we can state that it is companies that
depend on the reproduction of life.
This conflict between capital and labour
is linked to another series of structural
conflicts. Secondly, the heteropatriarchal
conflict, which guarantees that this poor
sustainability of life is carried out from
work that does not exist (care) in noneconomic spheres (networked households)
and by subjects who are not political
subjects (women*); this being the deep
meaning of the sexual division of labour in
capitalism. Thirdly, the inherent inequality
in the system and in the global processes
of accumulation and dispossession, legitimised by a racist and colonialist narrative
and practice that rejects, oppresses and
degrades lives, knowledge and power far
removed from the centres and the elite.
And fourthly, the dynamic of capitalism’s
incessant growth, which is sustained by
the farce of an infinite physical and material base and a perfectly open ecosystem,
giving rise in its predatory evolution to a
conflict between capital and nature, now
taken to paroxysm.
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This intersection of conflicts leads us to
speak of a major capital-life conflict. This
is a structural and irresolvable tension on
which capitalism is based and which has
never been, nor can it be, eliminated by the
action of employment or public policies.
This, and not the spillover theory, is the
explanation that comes closest to what is
happening today.
Without recognising the existence of conflict as such, but accepting the existence
of tensions, the (welfare) state legitimises
itself as the mechanism to eliminate them,
to guarantee dignified living conditions in
the framework of a capitalist market eco
nomy. It plays a dual function of legitimacy,
guaranteeing certain minimum standards
of welfare, and accumulation, ensuring that
the capital circuit works. We can say that it
is both a momentary (and partial, because
the welfare states of the global north have
always been based on the sexual and racia
lised division of labour, the dispossession
of the global south and environmental
plundering) achievement of the working
class and a structural renunciation. But the
tension runs deep and it always boils over,
and when it does, the state always turns to
the same side.
Over the decades we have witnessed a
corporate offensive to capture the public
and the commons. On the one hand, transnational corporations have managed to
elevate the main decision-making spheres
to regional and global levels, far removed
from the citizens and much more prone to
corporate pressure. So much so that they
are shaping a global corporate constitution
hand in hand with the new wave of the
latest trade and investment treaties. On
the other hand, since the 1970s, the neo
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liberal steamroller has been privatising
public companies, deregulating collective
rights, cutting back social policies where
they were in force, as well as raising new
imaginaries such as public-private allian
ces, which in practice place institutions at
the service of business.
It is clear that we cannot rely on the figure
of the state as the main intermediary of
welfare on a planetary scale within capitalism, especially in a system sustained by
global processes of dispossession. At best,
and in some parts of the world more than
others (or at the expense of others), social
and redistributive policies tend to mitigate
an increasingly unequal situation of control
and ownership of the means of reproduction of life, without minimally jeopardising
the maxim of business as usual. This does
not obviate the fact that the public sphere
can be a space of dispute from new pers
pectives of the commons, but it does shift
this dispute away from capitalist possibilism and positions it in a framework of
transition from confrontation, as we will
discuss later.
In short, rather than spilling over welfare
through the intermediaries of employment
and the state, the system orchestrated
around capitalism is shown to be a system
of mutiple dominaton, traversed by various
conflicts that converge in the capital-life
meta-conflict. Positioning this conflict
means saying that, in this system, lives have
radically unequal values: lives of maximum
value of those who hold corporate power;
lives of unequal worth and with margins
for exercising certain privileges insofar
as they serve that power; lives that only
have worth when dead or that are simply
the wasted lives. In order to construct the

biocidal character of capitalism as a common problem, we must address the deep
inequalities that traverse collective life.
Positioning this conflict also means assuming that the reproduction of life is in danger, and, therefore, we must decisively and
urgently go beyond the narrow framework
of the possible.

1.3. Life on alert in
broken capitalism
Today we are also witnessing a moment
of extreme aggravation of the conflict
between capital and life. Capitalism does
not guarantee a horizon of stability and
growth, on the one hand, nor does it have
mechanisms that minimally generalise
welfare transfers to the popular majorities, even if only in certain latitudes, on the
other.
Capitalism is deadlocked, it is undergoing a
profound crisis of accumulation. It is incapable first of all of generating a new long
wave of widespread productivity, investment, employment and consumption, as
even recognised by the OECD. Secondly, its
relentless growth dynamic has already exceeded the physical limits of the planet, as
evidenced by unstoppable climate change
and the depletion of materials and fossil
energy sources. It is thus faced with the
irresolvable paradox of growing with a
smaller and more vulnerable physical
base; and this is a historically unparalleled phenomenon. Thirdly, the strategic
commitment to the digital economy, although there is no evidence that it will be
the driving force for a new solid phase of
accumulation, it will go deeper into the
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logic of precariousness and reduction in
absolute terms of employment, minimising
its relevance as an intermediary. Fourthly, the impressive prominence of big tech
mega-corporations is expanding the scope
and dimension of corporate power, to
the detriment of public institutions that
are unable (or in many cases unwilling) to
regulate it. Fifth and finally, most states are
currently undergoing a new offensive to
consolidate the public-private alliance in
favour of corporate hegemony, with a more
significant role in terms of investment and
sustaining consumption, to the detriment
of redistributive policies and market reg
ulation, which would definitively distance
them from a horizon of defending the collective interest.
Thus, the spillover theory has gone beyond
showing cracks, and now simply does not
hold water. Its intermediaries are diluted.
If this theory was able to continue to seduce with the promise of success, today
the thread of continuity between the
precariousness of life and exclusion is the
regime of existence that more and more
segments of the population, in more and
more areas of the planet, inhabit in an
unequal way. The dream of development has
been shattered. And the lesser the capa
city for seduction, the greater the violence
that holds us down and that is exercised to
guarantee the subordination of those who,
with their work, fight for the life to poorly
continue under increasingly hostile conditions. The upsurge in racist and heteropatriarchal violence is not only explained by
its functionality for capitalism and as a way
to lick the wounds of an increasingly failed
white masculinity, but it is not unrelated to
it either.
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2. LET’S GET OFF THE
CAPITALIST WHEEL
Today more than ever we need to get off a
wheel that is spinning out of control. Confronting the social abyss and ecological
collapse with strength and hope requires
broadening the framework of political
agency beyond employment, taxation and
public policy, which are always conditioned
by sustaining capital accumulation. It is far
from being a question of renouncing these
spaces of dispute that are on the wheel. But
rather, using them to overwhelm them and
alongside others that emerge from other
logics. We need what we can call transition
strategies, which go beyond capitalist possibilism and allow us to move from what we
have today to what we want to have.
These transition strategies should enable
us to do two things. On the one hand, to
mitigate the impacts of the decision to dismantle the capitalist wheel. These will undoubtedly be notable, given the asymmetry
of power and the continued dispossession
we have suffered in terms of ownership
and control of the basic means of reproduction of life, now converted into means of
capital accumulation. On the other hand, at
the same time, these transition strategies
must place us on a viable horizon of profound transformations of the hegemonic
networks, structures and common meanings. Therefore, we advocate an approach
that assumes permanent tension between
the present and the future; between the
urgent and the strategic; between practices
and narratives; between what is currently
central (labour rights for structurally alienated labour, mechanisms of that welfare
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state that seeks to erase the capital-life
conflict), what is located on the fringe (care
networks, rural and popular economies,
transformative social economy, etc.), and
what is emerging.

off the capitalist wheel, based on four
complementary axes: amalurrización (return to mother earth), decommodification,
decorporatisation and territorialisation of
the collective organisation of life.

This task is not and cannot be easy. How do
we put it into practice? What references
would help us to articulate strategies to
this end? What joint forces can we use to
promote them? How to break out of the
tight framework offered by the social democrat agenda, i.e., the progressive version
of the accumulation trap? How, conversely,
do we avoid losing touch with the real process of action in pursuit of an ideal horizon?
What value do we give to the different proposals that are on the political chessboard
today, or to others yet to be positioned?
How can we get it wrong and, together, get
back on track to fail again or perhaps get it
right this time?

These axes are only starting points for the
subsequent preparation of contextualised
agendas and strategies, never a finished
edifice. We understand them as beacons
to help us navigate the complexity of the
current political contest and to prefigure
paths along which to move from the cu
rrent framework of the possible, defined
by capitalist growth, to an alternative one
that positions a profound reorganisation of
the foundations of capitalism on the basis of
a radical and multidimensional redistribution
in favour of a diverse majority. In the face
of biocidal accumulation in the hands of
corporate power, we seek to establish a
political and socio-economic fabric where
all lives matter.

3. AN UNFINISHED
REFERENCE FRAMEWORK
FOR GETTING OFF THE
WHEEL

The first implication of assuming this reference framework is a comprehensive and
democratic redefinition of socio-economic
priorities, common sense and values. Accumulation attacks democratic minimums
and puts the sustainability of life at risk.
That is why it cannot be the hegemonic
value for defining the good life or organising
the ways in which we try to achieve this
collective goal. Detaching our vital senses
from the commercial and dispossessing, minimising and decentring capitalist markets
and transnational corporations (space and
protagonists, respectively, of such accumulation), becomes a necessary condition.

Many questions to be answered. Answers
that can by no means be final, especially in
the hyper-complex system and uncertain
context in which we live. Banishing any
pretence of dogma, of a closed and holistic
agenda, we assume the partiality and the
positioned character of our proposals, in
order to develop a sincere horizontal and
intersectional dialogue.
From there, and recognising our economic
and European bias, we propose the follo
wing reference framework for the transition

Secondly, our horizon requires a broade
ning of the political debate, which today is
mainly limited to market growth and intermediaries based on the redistribution of
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resources, always as part of the spillover theory. We propose to open all political windows
from a comprehensive view of redistribution (wealth, income, jobs, rights, time, knowledge,
matter, energy, common goods, etc., which also includes a critical redefinition of the role of
the state and employment), crossed by a class, feminist and decolonial perspective, which
places special emphasis on the ownership, control and collective management of the main
means of reproduction of life. What is essential for common existence must be in common
hands.
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Third and finally, we advocate redistribution by reverting the multiple dominations
inherent in capitalism, its B-sides. Power
and resources must be taken away from
markets and big business, and, conversely,
what and who really sustain life must be
placed at the centre; those who are, al
beit poorly, being glimpsed throughout the
pandemic. We need to boost the value and
prominence to emancipated work, mutual
care, popular and rural economies, territories and common goods, based on the
strengthening of the public-community
alliance.
In this perspective of shifting priorities
and broadening the political debate, we
will now explain the axes that ground our
approach: after a brief explanation of our
meaning of each term, we will point out
the main ideas that develop it politically. At
the same time, we make some brief reflections on burning issues on the agendas of
the left: basic income, care, taxation, green
new deal, digitalisation, etc., assessing their
potential to favour the way off the capitalist wheel and to articulate with other
initiatives in transition strategies, which
are never tension free.

3.1. Amalurrización or
"making peace with the
biosphere"2
Mother Earth, Pachamama, Gaia… different
words to name the complex web of life and
to state that the socio-economic sphere
is but a subsystem within a finite and
semi-enclosed planet. The degrowth in the
2. We take this expression from Jorge Riechmann.

material base of any socio-economic system we opt for today (the reduction of the
amount of available energy and matter, as
well as the availability of drains for waste)
is not in question; it will happen, because
we have long since gone beyond the limits
and ecological collapse is already here. The
real debate we face is how this dwindling
material base will be distributed, whether
from emancipatory or, on the contrary,
eco-fascist premises; whether in a desired
and planned manner or an unexpected and
chaotic one.
The faith of the spillover theory that technology will dematerialise and make the
economy sustainable, without questioning
accumulation, is shown to be an absolute
chimera. On the contrary, we need to take
responsibility for reintegrating the economy within the planet’s physical limits and
its semi-enclosed nature, while at the same
time addressing a profound ecological
redistribution on a global scale. This ama
lurrización (return to mother earth) of the
organisation of life is a commitment that is
partly inevitable, partly indispensable.
As a development of these commitments,
we put forward three main ideas. Firstly, it
is key to advance democratic planning processes in the generation, use and management
of energy, materials and waste. We need to
move beyond markets and prices as formulas for resource distribution in favour of
plans on all levels (from global to local) that,
from a rights-based perspective, redefine
the ownership, management and use of
the material base of the socio-economic
system according to social priorities and
assuming biophysical limits. To this end, it
is essential to place certain areas (such as
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energy or waste, not only domestic waste)
in the public-community sphere, to gene
rate spaces of global governance capable of
dealing with ecological redistribution, and
to consider the gradual closure of specific
sectors and companies, accompanied by
social compensation mechanisms.
Secondly, we advocate the democratic
regulation of natural resources. Eradicating
the maximisation of corporate profit from
areas such as land and water; making an
unequivocal commitment to rural economies and agro-ecology as a model; regula
ting prices in the energy field and favouring
clean and local generation (eliminating
all pools and/or monopolies, while at the
same time making this commitment to
public-community initiatives), preventing
energy poverty; and limiting waste generation, ensuring its collection and sustainable
treatment (packaging regulations, commitment to systems such as door-to-door
waste collection), could be fundamental
steps in this direction. Furthermore, we
propose the prohibition of mega-projects
as an extractive tool at the service of global
markets.
Finally, we raise the strategic confrontation
with the narrative of green capitalism and the
green new deal, which today colonises the
political and media imaginary, including
part of the left. To try to solve the ecological and socio-economic crisis by diverting
employment from unsustainable sectors
to other supposedly clean ones, without
questioning the models and scales of
production and consumption, is to constrain ourselves once again to capitalist
possibilism, painting a wheel green that is
spinning out of control. The global elites’
green commitment is the result of capital-
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ism’s need to maintain its incessant consumption of resources, in the face of the
depletion of fossil materials and energy. At
the same time, it functions as a superficial
makeover that hides the practice of predation and commodification of all living things
under the act of faith in dematerialisation
and a technology dominated by corporate
power. Understanding collapse as a critical
moment to try out other ways of organising
from current ecological restrictions, assu
ming the eco-dependence that makes us
living beings, could complement the plan
ning and regulation efforts required for the
amalurrización of our ways of life.

3.2. Decommodification
or "less money and more
collective"
Knowing that we are currently on the
wheel, we are committed to mitigating
wage slavery, that is, the hegemony of
individual income as a way of resolving our
lives, in order to advance in non-monetised
and non-individualised formulas of social
organisation through a public-community
alliance that tries out new formulas of
co-ownership and co-management. In
short, it is about decentring capitalist markets, the natural space in which corporate
power exploits, dominates and exerts its
control; and which is sustained by a B-side
of invisibilised, feminised and racialised
essential jobs, those that the real economy
never talks about.
We put forward three main ideas that
develop this axis. The first is the collectivisation of the main means of reproduction
of life. We advocate for the publification,
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from new conceptions of the commons
and based on democratic planning, of
those sectors that we collectively define as
essential sectors because they are directly
linked to the sustainability of our lives. We
understand that the following undoubtedly fall into this category: care, especially
that linked to children and situations of
dependency (attacking their double privatisation: in the private-commercial and
private-domestic sectors); agriculture and
food; energy and natural resources; education, health and social services. If they are
essential to life, they cannot be subject to
the profit motive; life is not a business. But
the logic of publicification and the primacy
of the general interest over profit must
also affect key areas for the present and
future of our socio-economic system, such
as finance, on the one hand, and data and
artificial intelligence, on the other. Depending on the sector, this commitment to the
public-commons can be translated into
their immediate and total removal from the
range of action of the profit motive. Thus,
in water management, for example, understanding it as a public-community monopoly;
big data, through the generation of a public
data bank; or dependency care, assuming
it as a universal, free and directly managed
public service. Or it can be seen as a gradual process of expelling the profit motive by
strictly regulating the market and ensuring
the existence of public-community alternatives; as with finance, housing or food.
In any case, it is a commitment that also involves supporting and promoting formulas
that contest private property, even break
ing with current legality, such as squatting
or self-managed social centres.

The second refers to the redistribution,
revaluation and reorganisation of all jobs and
work. In the face of the international sexual
and racialised division of these jobs, as well
as their inherent logic of transnational
competition to place us in the higher eche
lons of the global labour hierarchy, it is key
to commit to their redistribution, both in
terms of employment and the unpaid on
the B-side; and on their revaluation, connecting their value with their contribution
to sustaining life, not to the process of
accumulation. This would lead to a reorganisation of work, with the most essential
types of work being the first to leave the
capitalist commercial terrain. Thus, we
advocate taking out of homes multiple jobs
that should be a collective responsibility,
such as those linked to situations of dependency; promoting labour legislation that
defends the life behind the workforce, with
emphasis on reconciliation rights; the dignification of paid domestic work and its full
equality with other sectors; combating the
uberisation of employment and the figure
of the false self-employed; reviewing wage
scales in terms of their contribution to the
sustainability of life; establishing maximum
and minimum wage ceilings; reducing
working hours without reducing wages;
reversing racial and sexual wage gaps; and
guaranteeing bargaining conditions for the
working class and its trade union organisations.
The third is the decommodification and delabourisation of the rights framework. Nowadays, these are mainly linked to the labour
market (unemployment, pensions, widowhood, migratory status, etc.) and/or are subject to a certain level of co-payment in their
materialisation. In view of this, we propose
a transition towards their consideration as
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citizens’ rights, regardless of whether or
not social security contributions have been
made, or whether or not there is a common
fund. And we propose a process of unconditional and extraordinary regularisation of
migrants and refugees, appealing if necessary, to the critical moment.
Decommodifying spheres, jobs and rights is
a key axis to break the accumulation trap.
So, what about universal basic income? In
our opinion, insofar as it guarantees individual income to consume in the market,
it is a proposal positioned on the capitalist
wheel, even if its access is not linked to a
work contract. For this reason, we cannot
make it the backbone of our emancipatory
horizon. Having a universal basic income
does not free us from the capitalist domination of our socio-economic fabric or from
the slavery of capitalist money. However,
if its implementation does not replace
but rather complements rights, advances
collective mechanisms, and is applied for
a certain period of time as part of a more
far-reaching transition strategy, it could be
a useful tool.

3.3. Decorporatisation
or "against big business,
now"
Complementary to decommodification,
reversing the huge power accumulated by
the corporations in favour of the working
class –especially those who, inside it, are
now on its B-side– is a fundamental axis.
Besides dismantling markets, the natural
space for accumulation, it is committed to
strengthening popular power by directly
attacking the most powerful companies,
regulating corporate power and recovering
democratic spaces.
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In this sense, we first advocate the disman
tling of the political-legal architecture of
corporate impunity. Big business has devised
a global model of governance that, with
minimal democratic intensity, shields its
interests and ensures that it is not held
accountable for rights violations on the
basis of a kind of global corporate constitution. An entanglement in which treaties,
regulations, etc. are woven together to produce something akin to a supreme rule that
acts at the transnational level at the service
of big business interests. It is essential to
bring down this architecture at the service
of the multinationals, from the multilateral
economic bodies (WTO, IMF, WB, etc.) to
the extremely dangerous latest trade and
investment agreements. Furthermore, it
is important to add to the agenda a critical
analysis of regional projects such as the
European Union, whose treaties and Euro
system narrow the framework of what is
possible to a strictly neoliberal perspective.
Secondly, we are committed to regulating
corporate power in favour of the working
class. Beyond the labour proposals already
explained, we propose an increase in mi
nimum pensions; the regulation of housing
(prices, land, permanent prohibition of
evictions, public housing strictly linked to
social renting, housing assigned for use);
the assumption of universal citizenship as
opposed to the laws on foreigners; market
control to prevent oligopolies and concen
trations of capital; the promotion of stra
tegies to defend rights and recycling of
workers in companies and sectors that are
being dismantled. Consistently, we advocate progressive taxation that prioritises
direct taxation over indirect taxation, with
an emphasis on corporate profits, wealth
and middle and high incomes. It is essential
to fight fraud, to recover taxes on large
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fortunes, to eliminate all the engineering
linked to deductions and allowances, as
well as to try out complementary proposals for exceptional times, for example the
different variants of covid tax. These are
undoubtedly on the wheel, but they have
the potential to position the obligation that
those who have the most will lose the most
in the light of crises. And we can combine
them with formulas for strengthening people’s power against corporate power, such
as citizens’ audits of illegal, illegitimate,
unsustainable and odious debt, leading to a
firm "we don’t owe, we don’t pay" approach.
Thirdly, we propose decorporatisation from
the promotion of initiatives and systems based
on other economies, favouring an increase in
the scale of the spaces occupied by the so
lidarity, transformative and popular economy, food sovereignty, cooperatives, SMEs,
etc. Public institutions should accompany
this process by prioritising them with regulations and clauses in public purchasing and
investment, and by favouring innovative
proposals such as integrated care cooperatives, among other possible measures.
The digital economy deserves a special
mention in the context of decorporatisation. Despite the narrative of its collaborative and horizontal nature, it has advanced
corporate power to previously unknown
heights, both in size and capabilities. A few
US and Chinese companies control the entire economic process, from raw materials
(data) and spaces (platforms) to the many
different artificial intelligence services.
The left cannot afford to take this reality
uncritically; the creation of public data
banks and the public-social development of
services in the general interest are indispensable elements in any emancipatory
strategy.

3.4. Territorialisation or
"sovereignties in the local
sphere"
The trend towards greater global hyperconnectivity, delocalisation and the complexification of socio-economic circuits has
demonstrated its fragility and unfeasibility,
as well as having generated a corporate
framework of governance and a highly unequal pattern of power and accumulation
at the international level. We are committed to reversing the current primacy of the
global in favour of the local, what can be
assumed in terms of ecosystems, what can
be politically and democratically encompassed. We do not propose the definitive
elimination –although we do propose the
redefinition of roles– of the global, regional
and state levels, because this interconnection not only exists, but is probably desi
rable.
We propose a new model of global gover
nance to accompany the dismantling of
the architecture of impunity already mentioned, and for it to be based on a new
political architecture with a real capacity
to democratically face the challenges we
share, such as climate change, ecological
redistribution or migration. These challen
ges are evidence of the inter- and ecodependence of the fabric of life, so we need
to progress in democratic structures that
address them decisively from a framework
of defending rights and collective life, and
establishing binding commitments.
Secondly, we propose the review of the
figure of the nation-state, as opposed to the
current corporate capture. We believe
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that it can play a role in the commitment
to a public-community alliance, but it must
redefine its nature in this sense, in addition
to making progress in responding to legitimate demands for people’s self-determination and sovereignty. State structures
derived from a history of colonialism and
imperialism cannot remain unchanged if
they are to be the subjects of the transition
we desire. It is key to remove this debate
from any supremacist horizon and from the
shielding of fortress-communities, always
with the priority for the local as a horizon
and with the conjunction of feminist, food
and energy sovereignties.
Lastly, we advocate the deep rooting of
socio-economic models in the territory, the
simplification and shortening of econo
mic circuits. We need smaller and simpler
economic circuits, in which we can feel
co-responsible, based on an understanding
of the position we each occupy. Food and
care chains are two strategic areas in which
to begin this relocation. In the same logic,
we also advocate opening the debate on
the re-ruralisation of our societies, breaking
with the thought of urban doom that is at
the root of our notions of progress.
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4. CONTINUING THE
DEBATE
Amalurrizar, decommercialise, decorporatise and territorialise the organisation of
life, reversing priorities and opening the
framework of the possible from a radical
and integral redistribution combined with
the class struggle, feminism and decoloniality, is the identity of our reference framework. Given its unfinished and positioned
character, we would like to continue to
discuss, nurture and enrich it, with others.
In turn, it should serve as a tool for contagion, discussion and inspiration to promote
and multiply different transition strategies,
based on diverse subjects, agents, situations and contexts.
The basic challenge lies in combining axes,
ideas and concrete proposals within stra
tegies that boldly combine horizon and
urgency, side A and side B, redistribution,
recognition and representation. It is a task
fraught with tensions, which is urgent and
necessary in these critical times of heightened capital-life conflict. Let’s get on with
it, so that we don’t get discouraged.

